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DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 

This advice constitutes return information subject to I.R.C. § 6103. It 
contains confidential information subject to..attorney-alient and deliberative 
process privileges, and if prepared in contemplation of litigation, subject to 
the attorney work product privilege. Accordingly, the Examination or Appeals 
recipient of this document may provide it only to those persons whose official 
tax administration duties with respect to this case require such disclosure. In 
no event may this document be provided to Examination, Appeals, or other persons 
beyond those specifically indicated in this statement. This advice may net be 
disclosed to taxpayers or their representatives. 

/ 

This advice is not binding oti Examination or Appeals and is not a final aase 
determination. Such advice is advisory and does not resolve Service position on 
an issue or provide the basis for closing a case. The determination of the 
Service in the case is to be made through the exercise of the independent 
judgment of the office with juri+iction over the case. 

ISSUES 

I. Did   ---------- properly value, for section 382(e) 'purposes, the 
--------------- shares of   ----- ----- common stock issued to the   ---
------------ pursuant to ----- -----ger of   --- and  ------? Did   ----- -----
properly value, for 'purposes of --mpu------ the --------
§ 108(b)(2) income from discharge of indebtedness and .the 
corresponding reduction in tax attributes, the   ----- ----- common 
stock and the      ---- stock distributed to the ----- ------tors? 

II. Shoul‘?+ the value of the loss corporation under section 382(e) 
include the value of the   ---------------   ----- ---- preferred shares 
issued to certain    credit----- ------------ --- the merger of    
and   G? 
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RELEVANT FACTS 

In   -----   ---------- ------------ ---------------- ---------- a Delaware 
Corporation-- b------- ----------------- -------------- --------- and negative 
cash flow problem.   --- financed this negative operating cash flow 
by significantly in-----sing its debt load. In early   -----   ---
determined that it could not meet its debt obligations c-------- d----
in   ------ and concluded that the restructuring alternative best 
desi------- to maximize the recovery for all stakeholders was through 
a prepackaged Chapter 11 filing1 which included the merger of   ---
into   -------------- ----------------- ---------- ----- -----------. To effectuate --
pre-pa---------- ----------- ---- -------- ------------------- ------sive negotiations 
with various creditors in --- effort to restructure its 
indebtedness. These negotiations resulted in the initial merger 
agreement, which was finalized and announced on   ---- ----- --------

On   ----- ----- -------   --- filed a Chapter 11 petition with the 
United S------- -------------y --ourt for the District of Delaware (the 
"Bankruptcy Court"). The merger was an integral part of the pre- 
packaged Chapter 11 bankruptcy plan of reorganization (the "Plan"). 
On  ----- ----- ------- a "  --------------------- -------------- --------------- was filed 
with- ----- ---------ptcy --------- ----- ------ ------ ------------ by the 
Bankruptcy Court on  --------- ----- ------- and became effective concurrent 
with the merger on --------------- ----- ------- (the "Effective Date"). 

, 
On  -------------- ----- -------   --- merged with and into   ------ with   ------ 

being th-- ------------ --------at----- in the merger. --------ing -----
merger,   ------ was renamed   ---------- ------------ ---------------- --------- ------- 
The merg--- --as treated a-- -- ----------- ---- --------------------

On the Effective Date,   ------ acquired   's net assets, 
substantially all of   's senior ----- obligations were discharged, 
and all of   's outsta-----g common stock was canceled. In exchange 
therefor, ----s creditors received the following distributions under 
the Plan: ---(1) $  ------------- in cash; (2) $  ------------- from a 
promissory no$e owe-- --- --------  ---- ----- ---------------- ------- -------- (3) 

. 

lIn a prepackaged Chapter 11 bankruptcy filing, the debtors 
and creditors meet prior to the filing of a petition with the 
bankruptcy court to work out the terms of the debt restructure 
plan. Once the terms are agreed, a Petition is filed along with 
the agreed plan. This differs from a traditional filing where the 
terms of the restructure are not discussed until after the Petition 
is filed. Once the Petition is filed, the restructure plan must be 
approved by the creditors, the equityholders and the court. The 
benefit of the prepackaged plan is that the debt ,restructure plan 
is generally approved without any problems as the plan has been 
negotiated prior to the filing of the Petition. 
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  ------------- sh  ----- of   -------- common stock;   ---   ------------- shares of 
-------- --------- ------- co--------- --ock;   d (5) ---------------- newly issued 
shares of ------- preferred stock. ------- ac  --------- ---- ----- --------- un  ---
the purcha---   thod of account----   ----- ----------- ----- ----- --------
reported the ----- purchase price as $------------------

The purchase price and total consideration paid to   ---s 
creditors was computed as follows: 

Cash 
  ------C/S' 

Shares 

  -------------
  ------ warrants' -------------
-------P/S ----------------
------ costs 
  ------- Note 
---------- Stock   ,   ----------
-------

Unit Purchase 
Price   ---------------

$ ---------------
$  ---- -------------------

----------------
-----------------

----------------

  ----
$  -----------------

Paid to 
C  ---------

$ ---------------
-----------------

  -------------

---------------
  -------------

$-----------------

On   ------------- ----- --------   ------ issued   --------------- shares of   ------ 
Series A- ------------- --------- --Preferred Stock") into a liquidating-

*On  ----------   ------ amended its Certificate   - --corporation to 
(a) increased the total authorized shares of -------'s common stock 
from   -- to   --- --------- and (b) increased t  -- ------ -uthorized 
share-- of ---------- ----------d stoc  -rom   to ---- --------- As of 

1   -----------   ------------- shares of ------- common stock were outstanding, 
-------- ---lu------ ----- --------------- -----es newly issued in connection 
with the merger. Th-- ----------- --- newly issued shares represented   % 
of the shares outstanding after the merger, as required by the 
Plan. 

3The wauants allowed the holders to purchase  --ares of   ------ 
stock at $  -- per share, exercisable for a term of ----- years. 

 This information agrees with the information reported in,the 
 ------ ----'s-1  ---------------K. According to   ----- -- the purchase price 
------ ----cat---- --- -he assets   ---------- an-- ---------es assumed based 
on estimated fair values at ---------- as follows: 

Net Working Capital $   ----------------
Investments and other assets -------------------
Costs in excess of net assets acquired -------------------
Property and~equipment -----------------
Non-current liabilities ---------------------
Purchase Price -------------------
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trust to be held for,the benefits of   's creditors5.6 Redemptions 
of the Preferred   --ck was scheduled- -o be made from a "Sinking 
Fund" into which ------- was required to deposit any federal income tax 
refunds (and interest) r  --ived by   ------ arising from amended federal 
income  ---- returns   -- ---- and consolidated subsidiaries for the 
  ---rs ------- through -------- The amended returns were filed to change 
----'s election from deducting foreign taxes to claiming a credit for 
tho  -- -------- -------- --efunds"). The amended returns were filed prior 
to ----------- --- ------- The cumulative maximum amount of FTC Refunds 
to be deposited in the Sinking Fund was $  ---------------

Under the Plan, if Preferred Stock was not redeemed and 
canceled through the distribution of   --------------- within   years of 
the issuance of the Preferred Stock, -------------- -------ed to --deem all 
shares of the Preferr  -- Stock at a per share redemption price equal 
to the greater of $----- or a pro rata portion of any undistributed 
amounts of the FT-- --efunds. Similarly, upon the liquidation, 
dissolution or winding up of the affairs of   G, the holders of the 
Preferred Stock were entitled to receive, b------- an amount is paid 
or distributed to any holders of common' stock, a per share amount 
equal' to the.. greater of $  -- or a' pro rata share of any 
undistributed amounts of such ---unds. 

Under the Plan, holders of the Preferred Stock are entitled to 
vote together with holders of common stock as a single class on+all 
matters with respect to which the holders of common stock are 

'According to the   --------- ------------- -------------- --------------- the 
  ------red Stock was issu---- ---- ----- --------- ---   ------ ---------   ------
-------- creditors consists of the unsecured fu------- ------ cla------
  ------------   ------ --------- claims, unsecured   -------- ----------- claims, 
-------- --------------------- -nd   -------------- claim--- ----- ----------- of the 
pre-merger claims of thes-- ------------ is unknown, as is their 
percentage of recovery. 

  his   -------g   ---------- Stock information was obtained from 
------- ---- of -----------s ------------ 10-K. The information agreed with the 
------------- -------- --------------- ------------- --- --------- ---- ---------- ------
the "---------------- ------- ---------------- -------------------- ----- -------------------------- ---- 
------------------------------------------------------------------- -------- ------------- ------ ------------ -- 
--------- -- --- ----- ----- ------ --- ------- on  -----------

  ------- ---- ---------- ----------- ----- --- ----- ------------------------ -------------- 
-------------------- ----- -------------------------- ----- ---------------------------------------------- -------------
-------- --------- ------ ----- --------------- ------- -------- ---- -------- ----- ---------
----- $  -- per share.   - ----------- ----- ----- discrepanc-- arises from 
the f----- that the -------- ---- ---------- ----- states that the number 
of shares to be is------- --- --------- -------- --an   ---------------
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entitled to vote. Each share of Preferred Stock has   --------- of a 
vote8. The Preferred Stock holders are not entitled to receive 
dividends. 

On   ----- ---- of the   --------- ------------- -------------- --------------- the 
following ----- -ssociated with the Preferred Stock were disclosed: 

  ------ ----- ----------- ----- ---- --------- ---- ------ --------- -----
---------- ----- --------- --- ---------- --- ----- ----- --- -- --------
------------ ------- ----- --- --- --------------- ----- ----- -----------
-------- -------------- ----- --------- --- ------- --------------
------------ --- ------------ ------- ---------- --- --------- ---- -------- ---
----- ---------- ----- -------- ------------ ---------- ------- ----
------------ --- ----- ----------------- ---------- ------ ----- ----------
----- -------- ------------ ------- --- ----------------- ----------- ---------
-------------- --- ------------------------------ ------- ----- --- ----
-------------- ----- ----- -------- ----------- --- ----- --------- ---- -----
---------- ----- --------- ---------- ----- ---- ------ --- ----- --- -----
--------------- -------- --

In   ----- ---- oY   ----- ----'s   ---------- 10-K,   ----- ---- reported the 
following ----------ion --------ing- ----- ----tus of the FTC Refund: 

  ---- ------ ----------- ------------ ---------- ----- ------------- -----------
----- ---------------- ----- --- --- --- --------------- ------ ----- ---------- i.: 
--- ----- ---------- ----- --------- --------- ----- --- ------------- -- --------
--- ---------- --- ------ --------- --- ----- ------ --------------- ----
------------ --- ----- ------ -------------- ----- ---------------- ------- -----
------------ -------- ----- -------- --- --------------- --- ----- -------
---------

The $  ------------- in FTC Refunds was received in   --------- -------
and the Pr---------- ----ck was redeemed for $  -- --------- on ------ -----
  ----- Following the redemption, all Preferred Stock shares were 
-------led and~all rights of the holders were terminated. 

i; 

  ------- ---- ---------- -------------- --- ----- --------------------------------------- 
-------------------- ----- -------------------------- ----- ---------------------------------------------- ------------ 
-----." states that each share is entitled to ------- of a vote, not 
----------- of a vote. It appears that this dis----------y arises from 
----- ----- that the   ------- ---- ---------- ----- states that the number 
of shares to be is------- --- --------- -------- ----n   ---------------
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on its first federal income tax return filed after   --- -----------
  ----- ----- reported its annual Section 382 Limitation as $----------------
------ -mount was computed as follows: 

  --------   -----   -----
Common Stock ---------------- ------ $-----------------
Cash ---------------
Preferred Stock   -------------- -----------------
Total 5 382(e) V  ---- $  ---------------
Tax Exempt Rate, ------ -------
Annual § 382 Limitation $   -------------

In computing its   -----. ,§ 382(e) value,   ----- ----   -----d the   ------ 
common stock at $------ per shares rather than  ---- $-------- per share 
price used for book purposes (GAAP) or the $-------° price quoted on 

'  ----- reported in its unaudited 10-Q for the quarter ending 
---------- --at the $  ---- unit price for the   ----- common stock was an 
------------ which ma-- ------ materially from ------et price: 

  ------- ---- ------------ --- -------------- ----- ------------- -------- -----
------- --- ----- --------------- --------- --- -------------------- --------- ---
----- ---------------- --- ----- -------------- --- ------------- --- ----
--------------------- --- ----- --------------- --- -------- -----
---------------- ------------- --------------- ----- ---------- ---
-------------- ----- --------- ----- ---- --------- ---- ------------- --- -----
-------- --- -------- ----- ------------------ ------------ ----------------
------- --- ----- ---------- --- ----- ------- ----- -------- --------- -------
--- ------ ------------- ----- --- -------------- --- -- ----------- ---
---------- ------------ ----- ------------------ ----------- ------------
----- --------- --- --------------- ---------------- ------------- -----
------------------ ------------- ----- ---------- --------- ----- -------------
-------------- ----- --- ------- ---- ------ ------- ----- ------ ------
---------------- ------ ----- ------------- --------- ---- ------ ---------

The   ----- ----K lo-KS filed for EYE   ---------- and   ---------- did not 
conta--- -----ar disclaimers with respect to the stock value. 

l  -------- ---- of the   -------- ------------- -------------- -------------- estimates 
the tot--- -------ase pr---- --- ----- ---------- --- ---- ------------------- assuming 
the merger was effective on- ------ ----- ------- Thi-- ------------ was based 
on a  ------ common stock value- --- ------------------- or $------ per  ----re. 
The f-------ng disclaimer was includ--- ------ ----pect --- --e $------ per 
share amount used to value the common stock: 

  --- -------------- ------- --- ----- -------------- ------------- ------------ 
---------------- ------------- -------- ---- ----- ----------- --- -----
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  ----- ---- --- ----- ------------------------- -------------- ---------------   ----- ----- was 
-------- --- --------------- -------------- ------------ ----- ---- -------- ----) --- -----ain 
these discrepancy. 

In their response to IDR   --   ----- ----- stated that the $  ----
price used for tax purposes re----se----- --e stock's fair ma-----
value as of the merger date" of   ---------- that the lower price used 
in the disclosure statements do- ----- ----ect E'MV as of   --------- but 
rather, reflect the "  ---- -------- ------ --------- ------------ ----- --------------
  -------- --- ------ ----- --------- ------ ----- ------------ ------ ---------- ----------
------------- --- ----- ---------------ent --- ----- merger in   ---- -------- causing 
both the   ------ stock price and the   --- ----- st----- ------- to "rise 
considerabl---- This rise in the valu-- --- ----   ------ stock and   --- -----
stock created the potential where the credit----- recovery --------
exceed   ---% of the creditor's claims, which placed in jeopardy 
whether ----- Bankruptcy Court would confirm the Plan based on the 
terms of the   --------- agreement. To avoid this potential problem, 
the   --------- d------------ statement was amended on   ----------- to include.. 
a d---------- for valuing both the   ------ common sto--- ----- the   --- -----
common stock.   ----- ----- indicated --at the disclosure st-----------
clearly state th--- ----- -alues used do not purport to constitute an 

  ----------- -------------- ----- ------- ----- ---------- --- ------------- --- 
--- ------------ --- ----- ---------- ------- --- ------ ------------- --- ---
----- ------------ ------- --- ----- ------- ------- ------------ ---
--------------- ------------- -------- ----------- ----- ----- ----- ------------
------- --- ----- -------------- ------------- ------------ -------- ------ -------------
-------- ----- ------------------ ----- --------- ------- --- ----------------
--------------------- --------- -- -------- --- ------ --------- ----- ------ -----
------- --- ----- ---------- ------- --------- ------- ------ ----------
---------------- --------------- ----- --- ----- ------------ ------- -----------
--- --------- --- ---- --------- ------------ --- ----- ---------- ----- -----
------------ ----------- --- ----- ---------- ------- --- ----------------
------------ ---------

---

'I  ------ common stock is publicly traded on the   ----- -------- --------
-------------- -nder the ticker symbol   -----. The stock tra------ -------------
-------- ---- share on   --------- and $------ per share on   -------- During 
t---- period, the st----- ------d at --- -igh of $  ------ ---- ---------- and 
at a low of $  ------ on   ---------- During the p------- bet-------- ---------
and'  -------- th-- ----ck --------- -t a high of $  ------- on   ------- ----- --
low --- --------- on   -----------

l?ounsel has not reviewed either the   -------- or the   ---------
disclosure statements and recommends that -------- ---tain a ------ ---
these statements to verify that the   --------- disclosure statement 
does not include any discussion of di------------- these stocks, 
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estimate of market value of such securities as of the Effective 
Date or any other date.   ----- ----- further stated that the purpose of 
the discounts "  ---- --- ------- ----- --------------- --- --- ---------- ---
originally agree-- --- ----- --------- ----- ------ ----- ------------ --- -----
parties to reflect the fair market value of the company on the date 
  --- --------------- -----------

  ----- ---- was asked in IDR 15 to explain how the $  ---- share was 
determ------ and whether the amount was discounted --- ---y amount, 
including the   % discount which was to be used in any "Initial 
Equity Recovery-- computation". In its response to IDR 15,   ----- -----
indicated that the per share value was discounted to reflect- -----
approximate value of the   , common stock as of the date the 
bankruptcy restructuring    --- was originally negotiated (i.e., 
  -----------   ----- ---- was unable to locate any documentation to support 
----- -----puta------ -f the discount. 

With respect to the GAAP/tax differences in the   ----- stock 
prices,   ----- ---- indicated in IDR 15 that the stock prices ---ed for 
book pur-------- -o not reflect fair market value as the merger date 
of   ---------- Rather, the book prices were computed in conformity 
with- ------ -6 which "provides guidance and suggestions as to the 
value that should be reported for financial reporting purposes and 
does not purport to establish fair market value of a transaction 
for tax purposes."   ----- ---- claims that the appropriate price to-use 
for tax purposes is ----- ---ding price on the merger date, which is 
then $  ---- per share price. used by   ----- ---- in the section 382(e) 
compu--------. 

I'  ----- ---- --- ----- ---------- ------------- ------ -------------- discusses the 
computa----- --- ---- ------- --- ----- -------- ----- ------- --- an "Initial 
Equity Recovery" ("IER") s An IER will occur if, on the Effective 
Date, the "Total Plan Value exceeds Maximum Potential Total 
Creditor Claims." If there is an IER, certain creditors will 
receive additipnal shares of   ----- stock. For purposes of computing 
the IER, the t&m "Total Plan- ---lue" includes the "assumed value" 
of the   ------ common stock to be distributed under the Plan. The 
"assume-- ---ue" of the   ------ stock equals (1) the number of   ------ stock 
to be issued x (2) the- ---eighted average stock price" x- ----   %. 
The "weighted average stock price" equals the weighted ave----e 
closing price for   ------ stock on the   ------ during the period of   --
consecutive trading- -ays ending o-- -----   --h day following t----
Confirmation Date. 

"  ----- ---- states that under APB~l6; the stock price to value the 
transact----- should be the "market price for a reasonable period 
before and after the date the terms of the acquisition are agreed 
to and announced." In addition,   ----- ---- indicates that APB 16 
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~>' LEGAL DISCUSSION 

If there is an ownership change of a corporation with a net 
operating loss, I.R.C. § 3811' permits the corporate taxpayer to 
preserve the net operating loss after the "ownership change," 
However, section 382 limits the amount of the annual NOL deduction. 
Section 382 reflects the long-standing congressional perception 
that trafficking in loss carryovers must be regulated to prevent 
abuse. Berrv Petroleum Co. v. Commissioner, 104 T.C. 584, 632 
(1995) 

Section 382 was enacted to regulate an "ownership change" 
involving a "loss corporation'6". The key to the operation of 
section 382 is the statutory "ownership change," which term is 
defined in section 382(g) (1). If there has been an "ownership 
change," the new loss corporation can only deduct its pre-change 
losses against an amount of income equal to the "Section 382 
Limitation". I.R.C. § 382(a). The "Section 382 Limitation" is 
defined as the value of the old loss'cor,poration multiplied by the . . .._P 

states that using a value different from the quoted market value 
may be appropriate where "the number of shares issued is large, 
trading in a security is 'thin, a stock's price is volatile, or 
other uncertainties exists." In the case at hand, the   ---- merger 
was agreed to on   --------- but not finalized until   ----------   ----- -----

I suggests in its r------------ that the value used for ------- ----pos---- ---
consistent with the average stock trading price at the time the 
transaction was announced on   --------- (but does not provide any 
documentation to support this ------------ion).   ----- ---- states that 
while this valuation date may be appropriate ---- ----AP purposes, 
this is not the appropriate valuation date for tax purposes. 

%3ectio2 381(a) allows a corporate taxpayer to pass certain 
tax attributes to "another corporation." Section 381(c) (1) 
specifically identifies the section 172 net operating losses as a 
tax attribute that is included under section 381(a). 

"The term "loss corporation" means a corporations with a net 
operating loss carryover or a net operation loss for the taxable 
year in which there is an "ownership change". I.R.C. 5 382(k) (1). 
The term "old loss corporation" means a loss corporation before the 
ownership change, I.R.C. § 382(k) (21, the term -new loss 
corporation" means a loss corporation after the ownership change, 
I.R.C. § 382(k) (3). The same corporation may be the old loss 
corporation and the new loss corporation. Id. 
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long-term tax-exempt rate". I.R.C. 5 382(b) (1). The value of the 
"old loss corporation" is determined pursuant to I.R.C. § 382(e). 

The Section 382 Limitation will not apply to an ownership 
change if (1) the loss corporation is under the jurisdiction of a 
court in a Title 11 bankruptcy or similar case immediately before 
the ownership change and (2) the shareholders and creditors of the 
loss corporation (determined immediately before the ownership 
change) own (after the ownership change) at least .50% of the total 
voting power of the stock of the corporation as well as at least 
50% of the total value of the stock of the corporationl'. I.R.C. 
5 382(l) (5) (A). A loss corporation that qualifies for section 
382(1)(S) treatment can use its NOL carryforwards, after certain 
reductions, against its post-change income without limitation by 
section 382(a). 

Where an insolvent corporation doesn't qualify for 
section 382(l) (5) trea'cmentlg, I.R.C. 5 382(l) (6) provides special 
valuation rules for these ownership changes. Under the special 
valuation rule of section 382(l)(6)', the value of the loss 
corporation is equal to the lesser of the value of its stock 
("stock value test") immediately after the ownership change,' Treas. 
Reg. 5 1.382-9(j) (l), or the value of its assets ("asset value 

"The Section 382 Limitation is intended to approximate the 
annual income that the business capital of the old loss corporation 
would have generated, and thereby prevent the new loss corporation 
from using the loss carryovers faster than the old loss corporation 
could have used them in the absence of a change in ownership. 

~_: i Berry Petroleum, 104 T.C. at 633. 

lBGenerally, to qualify for the rule, stock transferred to a 
creditor is .taken into account (1) only to the extent that the 
stock is transferred in satisfaction of indebtedness and (2) only 
if the indebtedness was held by the creditor at least 18 months 
before the filing of the insolvency proceeding or whose claim arose 
in the ordinary course of business. I.R.C. § 382(l) (5) (E). 

19An insolvent loss corporation may not qualify for section 
382(l)(5) treatment if, for example, the loss corporation cannot 
satisfy the requirement that the former shareholders and creditors 
own 50% of the new loss corporation's stock. Likewise, an 
insolvent loss corporation may "elect out" from this treatment 
pursuant to I.R.C. 5 382(l) (5) (H). An insolvent loss corporation 
may find the section 382(1)6) valuation rules more advantageous 
since these rules include in the section382(e) computation the 
increase in value of the loss corporation that results from the 
surrender or cancellation of'the creditor's claims. 



test"), determined without regards to liabilities, immediately 
before the ownership change, Treas. Reg. §§ 1.382-9(j) (2), (l)(l). 

  ----- -----appears to have computed its Section 382 Limitation 
using ----- ----ck value test rather than the asset value test. As no 
information was presented with respect to the value of the loss 
corporation computed under the asset value test, Counsel's analysis 
will focus exclusively on the stock value test. For purposes of 
the advice rendered in this memorandum, Counsel has assumed that 
  ----- ----- has complied with all the other statutory requirements of 
---------- 382, that the only issue in dispute for Section 382 
purposes is the proper valuation of the loss corporation under 
I.R.C. § 382~(e). With respect to the stock value test, Counsel has 
assumed that the value of the loss corporation under the stock 
value test is less than the value computed under the asset value 
test. Please advise Counsel immediately if these assumptions are 
incorrect. 

I. FOR PURPOSES OF COMPUTING THE VALUE OF THE LOSS CORPORATION 
UNDER SECTION 382(e), THE  ----------- COMMON STOCK SHOULD BE VALUED 
USING THE TRADING PRICE O--- ------ EFFECTIVE DATE OF THE MERGER. 

In computing its Section 382 Limitation,   ----- ----- valued the 
  ------------- shares of   --------- common stock issued --- ----- ----- creditors 
--- -------- per share, for a total value of $------------------ ii As 
summ-------- above,   ----- ---- used a lower valuation- --- ----- stock 
($  ---- per share an-- ---------per share) for GAAP purposes and in its 
---------- ------------- -------------- --------------- Counsel's advice has been 
-------------- --- ----------- ----- -------- -----es should also ,be used for 
computing   ----- ----'s Section 382 Limitation. 

The calculation of the Section 382 Limitation starts with "the 
value of the old loss corporation." I.R.C. 5 382(b) (1) (A). For 
stock that is meets the qualifications of section 382(l)(6), the 
section 382(e) value is computed based.on the fair market value of 
the stock immediately after the ownership change. I.R.C. 
§§ 382(e), rk) (5), (l)(6); Treas. Reg. 5 1.382-9(j)(l). For 
purposes of this advice, Counsel has assumed that the   -------------
shares of   ----- ---- common stock is properly included in t---- ----------
382(e) val-------- pursuant to section 382(l)(6). Please advise 
Counsel if this assumption is incorrect. 

The fair market value of a stock is the price at which it 
"would change hands between a willing buyer and a willing seller, 
neither being under any compulsion to buy or to sell and both 
having reasonable knowledge of relevant facts." Berrv Petroleum, 
104 T.C. at 637, citing United States v. Cartwriqht, 411 U.S. 546, 
551 (1973) (a test "nearly as old as the federal income, estate, 
and gift taxes themselves"): Morris v. Commissioner, 70 TX. 959, 

_____.... -- -- 
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988 (1978). If a stock is publicly traded on an established 
market, the best evidence of the value of stock is its trading 
price. L.B. Mavtaa v. Commissioner, 187 F.2d 962 (10th Cir. 1951); 
Estate of Gilford v. Commissioner, 88 T.C. 38 (1987); Dellacroce v. 
Commissioner,-83 T.C. 269, 288 (1984); Danon v. Commissioner, 49 
T.C. 108 (1967); Estate of Suencer v. Commissioner, 5 T.C. 904 
(19451, acq., 1946-l C.B. 4; Stalev v. Commissioner, 41 B.T.A. 752 
(1940); Blumenthalv. Commissioner, 21 B.T.A. 901 (1930); Rev. Rul. 
59-60, 1959-1 C.B. 237 ("AS a generalization, the prices of stocks 
which are traded in volume in a free and active market by informed 
persons best reflect the consensus of the investing public as to 
what the future holds for the corporations and industries 
represented"). Where public markets exist for stock, the market 
should be considered to have assimilated all available information 

7 concerning the company. Estate of Gilford v. Commissioner, 88 T.C. 
38, 55 (1987). However, prices obtained at forced sales, at public 
auctions, or in restricted markets may not be the best criteria of 
value, particularly when other evidence shows that the property 
would sell at a higher price under different circumstances. 
McGuire v. Commissioner, 44 T.C. 801, 808-809 (1965). 

In the case at hand, the $  ---- price used by   ----- ---- to value 
the common stock for section 3------- purposes is ----- -----e as the 
trading-price of the stock on the   ----- ------ -------- -------------- as of 
  ------------- --- ------- which date is2 d----- ------ --- ----- ------------ date 
--- ----- ---------- ---- --------------- -----  ------   ------------- ----- ------- appears to 
be .the appropriat-- ------ --- ------- t---- ------ ----- ------------ stock for 
section 382(e) purposes since this is t---- ------ immediately after 
the ownership change. See Treas. Reg. § 1.382-9(j),(l). As 
summarized above, Counsel has reviewed   ---------'s responses to IDR 15 
regarding the reasons they did not use- ----- -  ----- valuation or the 
$  ----   ------- in the section 382(e) computation-- Counsel believes 
that ------- ----'s responses are reasonable, that absent additional 
inform------- that these lower unit prices accurately reflect the 
fair market. value of the stock on   ---------- it would be 
inappropriate for the Service to use these- --------- for purposes of 
proposing an adjustment to   ----- ----'s Section 382 Limitation. 

Counsel noted in your memorandum that there are several 
factors which might support discounting the value of the   --------
common stock. For instance,   -------- --- ---------------- ---------
approximately   % of the common stoc-- ------ --- ----- ---------- -- page 
  --- --- ----- ---------- ------------- -------------- ---------------- However, in order 
--- ------------- --- ----- ------------- --- ----- ---------- traded price were 
appropriate, it would necessary to obtain the assistance of an 
expert. Without expert testimony supporting a discount, Counsel 
does not recommend proposing an adjustment to the $  ---- value. 

Consistent with the above advice, for purposes of computing 
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the cancellation of indebtedness income under I.R.C. §lOE(b) and 
the corresponding reduction in tax attributes, absent additional 
information, Counsel b  -------- that the $  ---- value for the   ----- -----
common stock and the $---------" value for ----- ----- ----- stock a--- -----
appropriate value to be- ------ for the computati----- -gain, based on 
the   ----- ----'s responses to IDR 15, Counsel does not believe that the 
lowe-- ------s (i.e., the "assumed values") disclosed in the   ---------
  ----------- -------------- --------------- without more, provide a suffic-----
------- --- ----------- ---- ------------nt based on these lower "assumed" 
values. 

II. ADDITION INFORMATION IS REQUIRED TO DETERMINE WHETHER THE  ------ 
  --- PREFERRED STOCK SHOULD BE EXCLUDED FROM THE SECTION 382----
COMPUTATION. 

In computing its Section 382 Limitation,   ----- ----- included in 
the computation   --------------- shares of Preferred -------- valued at 
$  --------------- As ---------------- above, the Preferred Stock was issued. 
o-- ---------- into a liquidating trust for the benefit of the   ---
cre-------- --ith the expectation that the Preferred Stock would ----
redeemed with the proceeds expected to be received from the $  --
  ------- FTC Refunds. Counsel's advice has been requested as ---
----------- this Preferred Stock is properly included in the Section 
382(e) computation. It is Counsel's understanding that the value 
of the Preferred Stock is not in dispute; rather, the dispute is 
concerned only with the issue of whether the Preferred Stock is 
included or excluded from the Section 382(e) computation. 

Under the stock value test, the term "stock". .is broadly 
defined to include section 1504(a) (4) preferred stock and all stock 
which is treated as "non-stock" under § 1.382-2T(f)(18)(ii). 
Treas. Reg. 5 1.382-9(k) (i). The only interest that is excluded 
under the stock value test is "non-stock" that is treated as stock 
under 1.382-2T(f) (lE)(iii)*l. Treas. Reg. § 1.382-9(k) (1) (ii). 
Based on this broad definition of "stock" and considering the 
characteristics of the   ----- ----- Preferred Stock previously 
summarized, it'would appear ----- --e   ----- ----- Preferred Stock would 
qualify as "stock" for purposes of th-- -------- value testzz. 

"For purposes of this advice, it is assumed that this price 
reflects the FMV of the stock on or about   ----------

Z1"Non-stock" may be treated as stock under this regulation in 
order to increase the percentage of ownership change above the 50% 
threshold for imposition of the 5~382 Limitations. 

"On   ----- ----- --- ----- ---------- ------------- -------------- ---------------   ---
acknowledg-- ----- ----- ------------- -------- ------ ----- --- ---------- --- -to----
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Despite the broad~definition of "stock" for section 382(e) 
purposes, section 382(l) (6) does not permit all types of "stock" to 
be included in the section 382(e) computation. Rather, the section 
382(e) computation reflects only that "increase (if any) in value 
of the old loss corporation resulting from the surrender or 
cancellation of creditors claims in the transaction." I.R.C. 
5 382(l) (6). To the extent that the increase in value of the loss 
corporation derives from sources other than "the surrender or 
cancellation of creditors claims," the increase shall not be 
included in the section 382(e) computation. For example, any 
increase that is attributable to an infusion of fresh capital 
rather than from the conversion of debt into stock will not 
increase the value of the loss corporation. See Notice of Proposed 

~Rulemaking, RIN 1545-AQ60, 57 FR 34736 (August 6, 1992)". In 
addition, stock issued to creditors in surrender or cancellation of 
their debt which does not increase the value of the loss 
corporation would not, under section 382(l)(6), be included in the 

for federal tax purposes. This section of the disclosure statement 
discusses the potential federal tax consequences to the prospective 
participants in the Plan. Included in this section is a discussion 
of the potential tax treatment of the Preferred Stock in the event 
that the "  ----------- -------- --- ---------- ----- --- ------------- ------- ----- ---
  --------- --- ----- -------------- --------------- -------------------------- ---- ---------
--------- ----------- ----- --------------- ----------- ----------- ------ -------- ----
----- --ated rights of the, Preferred Stock holders, it would be 
difficult to advance an argument that the Preferred Stock is not 
"stock" for section 382(e) purposes. 

23"A~ originally enacted in the 1986 Act [Tax Reform Act of 
1986 (Pub. L. 99-514, 100 Stat. 2085, section 621)], section 
382(l)(6) provided that if section 382(l) (5) did not apply to any 
exchange of debt for'stock in a Title 11 case, the value of the 
loss corporation under section 382(e) was the value of the loss 
corporation immediately after the ownership change. The 1988 Act 
[The Technical'hnd Miscellaneous Revenue Act of 1988 ("1988 Act") 
(Pub. L. 100-647; 102 Stat. 3393, 3656 and 3683, sections 1006, 
4012 and 5077)] amended section 382(l)(6) to provide that, in the 
requisite circumstances, the value of the loss corporation under 
section 382(e) is increased to reflect the increase (if any) in 
value of the loss corporation resulting from any surrender or 
cancellation of creditor's claims in the transaction.....The 
purpose of the 1988 Act amendment is to allow an increase in the 
value of the loss corporation's stock under section 382(l) (6) to 
the extent attributable to a conversion of debt into stock, but to 
deny an increase in such value attributable to the infusion of 
fresh capital." 
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computation of the loss corporation under section 382(e). 

1. Additional information is needed to ascertain whether the 
issuance of the   ----- ----- Preferred Stock resulted in an 
increase in value- --- ---- loss corporation. 

In the instant case, the facts do not demonstrate that 
the issuance of the Preferred.Stock resulted in an increase in 
value of the loss corporation. Although the   --- creditors surrender 
their debt for stock,   --- (as well as ------ ----) appears to be 
substantially in the sam-- ---ancial position- ------ before and after 
the debt for stock exchange. For example, prior to the debt for 
stock exchange,   's had a FTC Refund receivable of $  -- --------- and 
a liability to --e Class   ------ creditors of an u----------- ----ount 
(presumably at least $  -- ----------- Following the debt for stock 
exchange,   ----- ---- had a- ------ --------- receivable of $  -- ----------- and 
Preferred -------- with a book value of $  -- ---------- ------- the 
redemption of the Preferred Stock on ----------- ---- FTC Refund. 
receivable was $  and the Preferred Stock ------ ----celed for the same 
amountz5. For al-- practical purposes;this debt for stock exchange 
is no different from the transaction where   --- satisfied certain 
creditors claims by giving the creditors the -------ote Receivable and 
the    Stock; in both situations,    gave ---- an asset to satisfy 
a d----- The only real difference between the debt for asset 
exchanges and the debt for preferred stock exchange is the timing 
of the exchanges;   --- could not extinguish the later claim until the 
FTC Refund was re------d. 

Absent additional information, it is difficult .to ascertain 
how the issuance of the Preferred Stock resulted in any real 
increase in the value of the loss corporation. However, Counsel 
recommends that you issue an IDR to   ----- ---- to ascertain its 
position on how the debt for Preferred -------- ---change resulted in 
an increase in the value of the loss corporation as required by 

2'Accord%gto   ----- ---- of   ---------s   ---------- and   ---------- lo-KS, 
the anticipated FTC----------- of ----------------- ------ ---lecte--- ---- ------- ----'s 
balance sheet at   ---------- and -------------

2'According to the terms of the   -------- ------------- --------------
  ------------- the amount the Preferred Stock- ---------- -------- ---------- ------
---------- -el.ated to the amount of the FTC Refund (not to exceed $  --
  --------- If the amount of the FTC Refund was substantially les--
------ -nticipated, the cost to redeem the Preferred Stock 
effectively decreased by the same~amount. Thus, to the extent that 
there was any real contingency in receiving the FTC Refund, there 
appears to be a corresponding contingency to the amount required to 
redeem the Preferred Stock. 
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I.R.C. 5 382(l) (6). As part of this request, Counsel recommends 
that you obtain information regarding the amount of the Class   ------
debt, and the amount of the effective recovery of these creditor---
In addition, Counsel suggest that you request the administrative 
files from the Service Center for the FCT Refund claim for purposes 
of ascertaining at the time of the merger (a)   ----- ----'s knowledge of 
the status of the claim and (b) whether ------- was any real 
contingencies associated with the claim. Once you have received 
this information, please contact Counsel so that we may review and 
discuss the information received. 

2. Additional information is required to ascertain whether 
there was any Purpose, other than increasina the Section 
382 Limitation, for structuring the debt for oreferred 
stock exchange in the manner is was structured. 

An anti-abuse provision applicable to the stock test 
allows the IRS to question the inclusion of any stock that it 
considers to be a sham. The anti-abuse rules of Treas. Reg. 
§ 1.382-9(k) (6) (i) were designed to prevent the deliberate 
artificial increases in the value of the loss corporation 
attributable to stock that is not subject to risks of corporate 
business operations. Under the regulation, the amount determined 
under the stock value test is reduced by "the value of stock that 
is issued as part of the plan one of the principal purposesof 
which is to increase the § 382 limitation without subjecting the 
investment to the entrepreneurial risks of corporate business 
operations." 

As summarized in 11.1. above, there does not appear to be any 
apparent difference (aside from the Section 382 Limitation 
impact)in the debt for preferred stock exchange compared to the 
debt for    Note exchange or the debt for   --- Stock exchange. 
However, ----rmation must be obtained to -------tain why these 
transactions ~were structured differently. 

Counsel requests that you issue an IDR to   ----- ---- to inquire 
(1) the business purpose, if any, for structurin-- ---- debt for 

preferred stock exchange as it was structured, and (2) why the 
transaction was structured different than the    Note and  --- sto~ck 
exchanges. The IDR should also inquire as to ------her there --as any 
benefit to the creditors in structuring the transaction in this 
manner. The IDR should also request information as to whether any 
financial and/or legal advice was sought with respect to this 
transaction, who the advise was requested from, the date of the 
advice, and whether any written advice was obtained. If written 
advice was obtained, a copy of the written advice should be 
requested. Once you obtain a response to the IDR, please contact 
Counsel so that we may review and discuss the information received. 
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CONCLUSION 

As indicated above, additional information is needed to 
ascertain whether the Preferred Stock is properly included in the 
section 382(3) computation. Please contact the undersigned should 
you need further assistance with the IDR requests. 

In reviewing the Section 382 Limitation,~Counsel noted that 
  ----- ----- increased the value by $  --------------- which amount represents 
----- ----h paid to the   --- credito---- -----ed on our review of the 
section 382(l)(6) regula----s, it does not appear that this amount 
should be included under the stock value test. Please contact 
Counsel so that we may further discuss this issue. 

Should you have any questions in this matter, please contact 
the undersigned at (206) 220-5954. 

GREGORY M. HAHN 
Attorney 

    
  
  


